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Our Historical Scrapbooks 1930s takes you on a journey back in time using the power of images.
Approximately 1000-1500 themed images & photographs per scrapbook
High quality laminated pages in a large format (38.4 x 26.9cm)
Recurring themes include childhood books & television; toys & games of the era; new technology &
inventions; musical icons; national/international events; sweet/food packaging; general
advertisements; and a diverse range of other themes
Our Scrapbooks can be enjoyed by anyone who is old enough to remember the era, but they are
particularly effective at invoking memories & promoting conversation in people with dementia, or any
individual with cognitive loss.
Any of the Scrapbooks make great presents, care home activities, or simply a brilliant reminiscence
product for a trip down memory lane.

1930's Scrapbook
Filled to the brim with images, this scrapbook of the 1930's overflows with nostalgia, for those who
remember that extraordinary era. For those who do not, this wealth of imagery provides a vivid insight
into a time when sliced bread had just reached the table and Butlin's holiday camps had recently opened.
Life in the 1930's for many was not easy; for others, who had known Victorian times, the pace of change
was frightening, and 'modern' life led to 'nerve tension'. Yet change brought a better standard of living
and numerous new products helped the daily routine. Electrical appliances were a boon to housewives
without servants, affordable motor cars made access to the countryside easier, new fun included Dinky
Toys, Monopoly and a stream of delectable confectionery (Mars bars, KitKat, Black Magic, Cadbury's
Roses).
The aluminium milk bottle top made its appearance. The design was memorable for the red telephone
kiosk, the Anglepoise lamp and the Underground map - all still in evidence today.
The Royal Family went through a turbulent year following the death of George V, when Edward VIII
decided he had to abdicate. The speeding motorist was hampered by 30 mph restrictions, and pedestrian
crossings were guarded by Belisha beacons. By the end of the 1930's, television held exciting promise for
the future, but a growing tension focused on impending war.

How to Order
Orders can be placed securely online at AlzProducts.co.uk - or over the phone with our UK sales team.
Call 024 7642 2224 to place your order or for further information. This product's order code is NBN-1930.

